Research Activity - Clearing the Hurdle!

Cultures/Nationalities Represented in the Exhibition:

Austria – Little Carly
El Salvador – Magic Dogs of the Volcanoes
German – Tyrone the Horrible; Let’s Be Friends Again
Jamaica – Équiano
Malaysia – A Cheated Fox
Philippines – Titoy’s Magic Chair; Why is My Mommy Late?
United States – Denslow’s Humpty Dumpty
Vietnamese-American – The Little Weaver of Thái-Yên Village

Activity: Assign students to groups and assign each group one of the cultures/nationalities represented by the books in the exhibition. Have the students research the culture/nationality they are assigned. Involve the library media specialist so she can gather resources for the students. Have each group report back to the class describing the culture. After they report, have a read-aloud of one of the books written in that culture.

Suggestions for Younger Students: Have students answer factual questions about the assigned culture/nationality. Sample Questions:

Where is this nation located?
What is the primary language of the nation?
What ethnicities and religions are represented by this culture?
What type of climate does the nation have?
What are some native foods to this nation/culture?

Suggestions for Older Students: Have the students the questions above for younger students, as well as have them do more research and critical thinking about the culture.

Sample Criteria/Questions:
Give a brief history of the nation/culture. What are the origins of this culture? How has it
developed over time? Name and describe the historical milestones.

What are current issues of concern in this nation/culture?

Research the culture(s) of the nation. What are the key aspects of the culture? What are
some key societal characteristics?

How do the book(s) in the exhibition reflect the nation/culture?